Compact Light Tower
LED and Metal Halide
Over 30 years of Wanco® ingenuity in a unique compact light tower

- Up to 18 units on a single truck
- Safest in class—aim lights from the ground
- Tallest mast—24.5 ft. (7.5 m)
- Lowest tongue weight—one person can pick up
- Largest fuel tank in class—60 gal. (227 L)
- Longest industry run times

Wanco is able to fit up to 18 Compact Light Towers on a single truck, allowing significant shipping savings per unit—further taking up less room around the yard and on the job site. Best-in-class features include the largest fuel tank, tallest tower and safest light adjustment from the ground.

The next-generation compact light tower is engineered to last, with an all-welded structural steel frame and a unique safety dual-pulley system that lifts each tower section from the bottom creating a more reliable weight-balanced load. The tower is easy to raise and lower with a dual-handle manual winch or optional power winch. The new low tongue weight design allows the light tower to be moved by one person, alone, by hand.

Lower your operating costs by selecting performance enhancing options that include the brightest LED fixtures in its class, various cold-weather packages, multiple engine options and an automated dusk-to-dawn control system that allows the light tower to turn itself on and off without an operator. The extraordinary design also includes a fold-up drawbar that saves space for storage, and has a first-rate towing experience that you’ll have with any Wanco light tower.

Easy to move and use, cost-effective to own and operate, the new Wanco Compact Light Tower is impressively unlike any other.

To see or order a Wanco Compact Light Tower, visit wanco.com or call 800.972.0755.